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Abstract 
The structural embeddedness theory posits that a company’s embeddedness in a 
business network impacts its competitive performance. This highlights the theoretical 
and practical values toward business network mining and analysis. Given the fact that 
latent business relationships exist among companies, and these relationships 
continuously evolve over time, a manual approach for the discovery and analysis of 
business network is ineffective. Though numerous research has been devoted to social 
network discovery and analysis, relatively little research work is performed for 
business network discovery. Guided by the design science research methodology, the 
main contribution of our research is the design and development of a novel probabilistic 
generative model for latent business relationship mining. The proposed method can 
effectively and efficiently discover evolving latent business networks over time. Our 
experimental results confirm that the proposed method outperforms the vector space 
model based baseline method by 28% in terms of average AUC value. 
Keywords: Business Networks Mining, Latent Semantics, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, 
Semi-supervised Machine Learning, Business Intelligence 
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Introduction 
The structural embeddedness theory posits that a company’s embeddedness in a business network 
impacts its competitive performance (Gnyawali and Madhavan 2001). Bernstein (2003) also indicates 
that a firm’s relationships with other firms could significantly influence its status in a specific business 
sector. According to Porter’s five forces model (Porter 1980), analyzing the supplier’s force (e.g., the 
number of suppliers a firm has) attached to a firm is one of the ways to predict its competitiveness. In 
addition, the complementary force (e.g., the number of collaborators a firm has) is considered the sixth 
force which enhances a firm’s competitiveness (Brandenburger and Nalebuff 1996). Although a large 
amount of research has been devoted to social network analysis (SNA) and social network discovery 
(SND), relatively little research has been performed on business network discovery and analysis. 
However, constantly monitoring and analyzing a firm’s business network is crucial for its strategic 
decision making process and its ultimate business success. Accordingly, this paper examines the 
important topic of business network discovery to fill the existing research gap and contributes to advance 
business practices. As a matter of fact, business network mining is a pre-requisite of business network 
analysis and business relationship management. 
With the rapid development of the Internet and the World Wide Web (Web), especially the rise of Web 
2.0 applications, business managers are offered unprecedented opportunities to exploit business 
intelligence (BI) and market intelligence to obtain deep insights about customers, business partners, and 
competitors (Chen et al. 2010; Das et al. 2007; Turban et al. 2001). The sheer volume of information from 
the Web is a valuable source for the discovery and analysis of business relationships. However, manually 
screening the huge volume of information on the Web for business network mining and analysis is 
impractical due to the problem of information overload (Farhoomand and Drury 2002; Lau et al. 2008; 
Yan et al. 2011). Accordingly, it is desirable to develop automated methods for business network mining 
and analysis. Previous research has been devoted to the construction and analysis of social networks to 
improve marketing effectiveness and reduce marketing costs (Bernstein et al. 2003; Trusov et al. 2010). 
However, relatively little research work about business network mining has been performed. More 
specifically, research on latent and dynamic business network mining is missing.  
Business networks are sets of interconnected business units, in which each business exchange activity is 
instantiated among firms that are conceptualized as collective actors (Anderson et al. 1994). Some 
researchers consider business networks as special kinds of social networks (Ma et al. 2009a; Xia et al. 
2010). Nevertheless, the main difference between social networks of individuals and business networks of 
firms is that business networks tend to be more dynamic. For instance, a firm can be a collaborator with 
another firm at a certain point of time (e.g. Apple Inc. collaborated with Google in 2008), but they may 
turn to be competitors the following period (Apple Inc. competed with Google after Google’s strategic 
decision to enter the mobile phone market in 2009). Moreover, the relationships among individuals in an 
online social network are often explicit and amenable for direct analysis. In contrast, Web sites capturing 
comprehensive network information for the business world are difficult to be found.  Furthermore, the 
relationships among firms are often hidden behind overwhelming interactive business activities. As a 
result, it is a more challenging research problem for the design and development of automated method for 
business network mining and analysis.  
Previous research has shown that business networks are important strategic assets (Håkansson et al. 
1995; Holm et al. 1999; Johanson et al. 2003). As one main element of a business network, competitors 
are always the main concerns of a firm, and competitor analysis has long been receiving attention by 
researchers (Ghoshal et al. 1991; Walker et al. 2005). Accordingly, some initial research work about 
automated discovery of business competitors has been performed (Pant et al. 2009; Li et al. 2006; Bao et 
al. 2008). In contrast, other important elements of a business network such as business collaborators 
have received relatively little attention among the work of automated business network mining (Bao et al. 
2008; Pant et al. 2009). Nevertheless, previous research has indicated that business collaborators play an 
important role on improving long-term business performance (Armstrong et al. 1996; Bengtsson et al. 
1999; Bengtsson et al. 2000). Accordingly, our research focuses on the design of a computational method 
for the discovery of both competitor and collaborator relationships among firms. More specifically, we 
design a novel probabilistic generative method to mine the latent business relationships from user-
contributed unstructured data on the Web (e.g., financial news and investors’ comments).  
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One novelty of the proposed computational method is that latent semantics embedded in texts can be 
explored to discover latent and dynamic business relationships. By way of illustration, the following 
sentence (a segment of a financial news article downloaded from reuters.com) shows the latent semantics 
that can be exploited to identify the business relationship between Apple Inc. and Starbucks:  
 
“The Starbucks payment app -- which is available free of charge at Apple's App Store -- lets 
customers use a credit card to put money on a virtual Starbucks card.” 
 
For humans, it may be easy to recognize a possible collaborative business relationship between the two 
companies. However, it is quite challenging for a computer system to correctly identify such a relationship 
given the fact that there is not an obvious relationship indicator (e.g., business alliance) showing the 
collaborative business relationship between the companies. Grounded in the Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) based probabilistic generative model, the proposed computational method is able to learn the 
latent semantics about the concept of “collaboration” and relate such domain dependent semantics to 
tokens such as “free”, “lets” and “use” appearing in a collaborative business context (i.e., the sentence that 
these two companies are mentioned). Eventually, these domain dependent relationship indicators can be 
applied to bootstrap a set of common domain independent relationship indicators for more effective 
business relationship discovery.   
Blei et al. (2003) proposed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model, a probabilistic generative model, for 
latent topics (i.e., concepts) mining and document representation. The LDA model represents each unit 
(e.g., a document) of a textual collection by an infinite mixture of probability over an underlying set of 
latent topics (concepts); each token (e.g., a word) of a document is associated with some of these latent 
topics. By using 30 common competitive keywords and 34 common collaborative keywords as the seeding 
relationship indicators, we apply the LDA-based probabilistic generative model to perform conceptual 
clustering over a set of un-labeled business relationship snippets (i.e., financial comments containing 
some seeding relationship indicators). The output of such a latent semantics mining process is two 
semantically rich high-level concepts corresponding to the semantics of “collaboration” and “competition” 
in the context of business interactions. These semantically rich concepts are then utilized to classify an 
arbitrary text segment (e.g., a sentence of an investor comment) that refers to a pair of companies as 
carrying the meaning of a collaborative or competitive relationship.   
Guided by the design science research methodology (Hevner et al. 2004; March and Storey 2008; Peffers 
et al. 2008), the main contribution of our research is the design and development of an LDA-based 
probabilistic generative method for latent business networks mining. In addition, an instantiation of our 
design (i.e., a prototype system) has been constructed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
computational method. The managerial implication of our research is that business managers can apply 
our design artifacts to constantly monitor the strategic positions of their own companies, or that of their 
competitors for more informed strategic decision making under a turbulent business environment. 
Related Work 
Existing research on business relationship mining can be broadly classified into three categories 
according to the representation and processing of textual contents: (1) semantic-based methods; (2) 
network-based methods; (3) event-based methods.  
Semantic-Based Relationship Mining 
Researchers of previous research on business relationship mining borrowed ideas from Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), which analyzes textual units written in natural languages by using semantic, lexical, 
and syntactical methods. A simple co-occurrence approach was used to estimate the relationships 
between companies based on business documents (Bernstein et al. 2003). Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 
was also applied to extract the association relationships among some targeted entities (Bradford 2006). 
However, both of these methods only identified the association relationships among business entities. 
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Different semantic labels such as competitive or collaborative relationships were not assigned to the 
targeted business entities. 
Attempts have been made to discover specific type of business relationship. The CoMiner system applied 
NLP techniques and predefined syntactic patterns to discover competitors and competitive domains (Li et 
al. 2006; Bao et al. 2008). Entity Match Count (MC), Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI), and 
Candidate Confidence (CC) were used to estimate the competitive strength of these extracted competitors.  
Xia et al. (2010) employed shallow NLP techniques to develop the CoNet system for the discovery of  
potential business relationships from online financial news articles. Two different types of business 
relationships such as cooperative and competitive relationships could be extracted according to a set of 
pre-defined relationship keywords. Since the CoNet system solely relies on a limited set of seeding 
relationship keywords to identify business relationships from news articles, the recall of such a system is 
relatively low.   Our proposed approach exploits latent semantic mining method to bootstrap an initial set 
of seeding relationship indicators to address the low-recall problem.  
Network-Based Relationship Mining 
According to the small world phenomenon (Kleinberg 1999), there are a myriad of paths connecting two 
entities. Some researchers explored existing networks (e.g., the Semantic Web) to extract company 
relationships (Aleman-Meza et al. 2005; Anyanwu et al. 2005). In particular, several ranking measures 
were proposed to extract interesting and relevant relationships based on the existing Web topology 
(Aleman-Meza et al. 2005; Anyanwu et al. 2005). Based on the Semantic Web’s sub-projects DBpedia and 
LinkedMDB, the RelFinder system was developed to discover relationships among targeted 
entities(Lehmann et al. 2007; Heim et al. 2010). For both approaches, only the discovery of association 
relationships was supported.  
Some researchers exploited link or network structures to extract company relationships. Several metrics 
were proposed to estimate the substitutability among companies based on the degree of overlapping of the 
link structures and the textual contents of the Web sites of these companies (Pant et al. 2009). Graph-
theoretic measures and machine learning techniques were applied to infer competitor relationships based 
on the structure of an inter-company network derived from company citations appearing in online news 
articles (Ma et al. 2009b; Ma et al. 2011). Wilson et al. (2009) extracted the relationships between 
companies based on the email communications among them.  
Network-based approaches utilize explicit or implicit network information to identify company 
relationships. Thus, the effectiveness of these approaches is strongly influenced by the quality of the 
underlying network information. However, since network information is usually noisy, it is difficult to 
accurately extract business relationships solely based on link structures.  
Event-Based Relationship Mining 
An event-based system called CopeOpi was proposed to extract opinions and implicit business 
relationships of targeted entities based on a Web corpus (Ku et al. 2006; Ku et al. 2009). The basic 
assumption of the CopeOpi system is that entities exhibit similar opinion patterns over time are supposed 
to be associated. In particular, business association relationships among some targeted entities were 
discovered according to the constructs of opinion-tacking plots (i.e. the patterns of opinion scores 
exhibited over time). Sarma et al. (2011) proposed another event-based approach for the discovery of 
dynamic relationships among business entities. More specifically, two entities (e.g., companies) were 
considered to be related if they appeared together in many documents, or they appeared in a close 
proximity within a text unit (e.g., a sentence) in a given time period. Our proposed method does not rely 
on a strong assumption (e.g., companies showing similar opinion patterns over time are related) about 
event patterns to discover business relationships. In contrast, we identify hidden business relationships 
based on the latent semantics of business associations embedded in a textual corpus. 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
Blei et al. (2003) proposed the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model, a probabilistic generative model, for the 
representation and analysis of high-level concepts (also called topics) embedded in textual corpora. The 
basic idea is that a document in a collection can be considered as an infinite probability mixture over an 
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underlying set of topics, and each token (e.g., a word) of a document can be associated with one of these 
topics. When compared to the classical latent semantic analysis (LSA) model (Deerwester et al. 1990), the 
LDA model supports semantically richer representations of high-level concepts (e.g., specific kinds of 
business relationships). In particular, each textual unit (e.g., a document) can be represented by a 
multinomial distribution of some high-level concepts (topics) in the LDA model. Such a representation 
better corresponds to our intuition about the semantics of text. Marskeri et al. (2008) applied LDA to 
mine business topics in source codes. Attempts have been made to utilize LDA beyond the typical 
application of topic detection. Bhattacharya et al. (2006) applied LDA to deal with entity recognition 
tasks. Wei et al. (2006) applied LDA-based document models to enhance ad-hoc information retrieval.  
As an unsupervised model, the classical LDA model does not require the costly process of labeling training 
examples. In contrast, Supervised LDA (Blei and McAuliffe 2007) and DiscLDA (Lacoste-Julien et al. 
2008) were proposed to incorporate label information for topic mining. To handle multi-labeled corpora, 
Labeled LDA (Ramage et al. 2009) was also proposed. For Labeled LDA, the topic model was constrained 
to use only the topics that correspond to a document’s label set. However, both supervised LDA and 
Labeled LDA methods require the costly and time-consuming process of annotating a corpus before it can 
be applied to latent semantics mining.  For out proposed computational method, we first extract snippets 
containing seeding relationship indicators and potential domain dependent relationship indicators. Then, 
the classical LDA model is applied to discover the latent semantics related to different types of business 
relationships. For our approach, labeled training data is not required except a limited number of seeding 
domain independent relationship indicators. The proposed semi-supervised learning approach alleviates 
the problem of consuming huge amount human effort to label a training corpus.  
The Computational Method for Latent Business Relationship Mining 
Two different models, namely vector space model (Salton and McGill 1983) and LDA model (Blei et al. 
2003) have been applied to carry out business relationship mining tasks. After the pre-requisite steps of 
relationship indicator extraction and company pair identification, relationship indicators and company 
pairs are all presented as snippets. For the vector space model, snippets are represented by term 
frequency inversed document frequency (TFIDF) vectors, in which each word is assigned a numeric 
weight computed according to the TFIDF term weighting formula (Salton and McGill 1983). Then, an 
arbitrary snippet (e.g., a sentence referring to a pair of companies) is classified according to the similarity 
between the underlying vectors. For the LDA-based model, semantically rich concepts (e.g., a specific type 
of business relationship) are first mined via Gibbs sampling. These concepts are then mapped to specific 
business relationship labels. Finally, an un-seen snippet referring to a pair of companies is classified to 
one of the business relationship types based on the probabilities that the snippet is “generated” by the 
semantically rich concepts capturing specific types of business relationships.  
Relationship Indicator Extraction and Company Pair Identification 
Entities co-occurring within a close distance (i.e. within a pre-defined virtual text window) may imply a 
certain kind of statistical or semantic relationship. Based on this assumption, seeding domain 
independent relationship indicators are expanded according to a virtual windowing process that scans all 
the tokens having a close proximity to the seeding relationship indicators within a document collection. In 
addition, snippets referring to pairs of companies are identified and extracted from a document collection 
after the virtual windowing process is performed. To better illustrate the following approaches, the formal 
definitions of these expanded relationship indicators and extracted company snippets are given as follows: 
Definition 1 (relationship indicator snippet) A relationship indicator snippet IN  is a collection of 
terms that have a close proximity to the seeding indicators during the virtual windowing process over a 
document corpus. It has two sub-types, competitive snippet (
com
IN ) and collaborative snippet (
col
IN ). 
Definition 2 (company pair snippet) A company pair snippet CP  is a collection of terms that are 
extracted from potential sentences referring to a pair of companies. 
By way of illustration, the following sentences illustrate how seeding domain independent business 
relationship indicators can be expanded for business relationship mining: 
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“AT&T partners with Apple in the United States to provide wireless service on the iPad.” 
 
“AT&T, which has been Apple's exclusive iPhone partner for three years, remains the device's 
only sanctioned mobile service provider in the U.S.” 
 
 “Samsung's flagship Galaxy S smartphone has emerged as a major competitor to the Apple’s 
iPhone.” 
 
“But its cracking performance is sputtering as it fails to bring out new products to rival the 
iPhone and Galaxy in the high-end smartphone market.” 
 
We employed 30 competitive indicators and 34 collaborative indicators as the seeding business 
relationship indicators. Here, “partner” and “provider” are examples of the seeding collaborative 
relationship indicators. On the other hand, “competitor” and “rival” are examples of the seeding 
competitive relationship indicators. Based on a virtual windowing process, relationship indicator snippets 
( IN ) can be extracted and shown as follows (window size = 5 and stop word removal are applied): 
 
com
IN : ｛emerged，major，competitor,  iPhone，bring，new, products,  rival，iPhone，Galaxy｝ 
col
IN : ｛wireless, service, iPad, exclusive，iPhone，remains，device,  sanctioned,  mobile, service｝ 
 
From these automatically extracted relationship indicator snippets, it is possible to discover some domain 
dependent relationship indicators. For instance, the token “iphone”, which does not have a sense of 
business relationship in the common settings, is likely to be a “competitive” business relationship 
indicator in the mobile phone industry. In addition, the token “service” tends to be an indicator of the 
“collaborative” relationship in the mobile phone industry. Based on these domain dependent indictors, 
some latent business relationships that do not represented by the common domain independent 
relationship indicators can be identified by the proposed computational method. 
Similarly, snippets referring to a pair of companies (CP ) can be extracted and depicted as follows (stop 
word removal is applied): 
 
AT&T vs Apple: (wireless, service, iPad, exclusive, iPhone, partner, remains, device, 
sanctioned, mobile, service, provider)  
Samsung vs Apple: (flagship, Galaxy, smartphone, emerged, major, competitor, iPhone) 
 
Vector Space Model Based Business Relationship Mining 
As a classic information retrieval model, the effectiveness and applicability of the vector space model has 
been well proven (Salton and McGill 1983). Thus, we apply the vector space model to develop our baseline 
system. For this baseline method, all the snippets are represented by vectors 1 2, ,..., Nv w w w= , where N is 
the total number of tokens of a snippet. For the two types of relationship indicator vectors that correspond 
to the competitive snippets and the collaborative snippets, only the seeding relationship indicators are 
used. The term weights of the relationship indicator vectors are either 0 (not appear) or 1 (appear). For 
the vectors representing company pair snippets, we calibrate the TFIDF term weighting scheme (Salton 
and McGill 1983) to compute weight of each token in these vectors:   
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where 
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n  is the frequency of word 
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k
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i
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Then, the type of business relationship (e.g., competitive or collaborative) of a company pair snippet is 
classified according to its similarities to the competitive 
comv  
and the collaborative 
colv  
relationship 
indicator vectors. The similarity between two vectors is represented by the cosine angle of these vectors as 
follows: 
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For the vector 
iCP
v
 
of a company pair snippet, we compute ( , )
iCP com
sim v v and ( , )
iCP col
sim v v , respectively. The 
notations , ,
iCP com col
v v v represent the company pair vector, the competitive relationship indicator vector, 
and the collaborative relationship indicator vector, respectively. Two thresholds 
com
thr  and 
col
thr  are 
empirically established based on a sample document collection. If ( , ) ( , )
i iCP com CP col com
sim v v sim v v thr− > is true, 
the company pair snippet 
i
CP  is classified as containing a competitive relationship. In contrast, if 
( , ) ( , )
i iCP col CP com col
sim v v sim v v thr− >
 
is held, the company pair snippet 
i
CP  is classified as holding a 
collaborative relationship; otherwise, a business relationship is not recognized for the company pair 
snippet. 
LDA for Latent Business Relationship Mining 
For the proposed LDA-based latent business relationship mining method, the basic intuition is that there 
are latent concepts (e.g., specific types of business relationships) embedded in financial texts. These latent 
concepts are characterized by some seeding domain independent relationship indicators, as well as some 
domain dependent relationship indicators that are discovered via LDA-based text mining. Essentially, the 
LDA model helps us extract a semantically richer representation for each type of business relationship 
(i.e., a latent concept). Moreover, each company pair snippet (i.e., a document) extracted from a financial 
corpus (i.e., a collection of financial news articles and investors’ comments) is generated according to 
these latent concepts (i.e., topics). More specifically, the type of relationship of a company pair snippet 
can be inferred based on the multinomial probability distribution of company pair snippet and topic. 
Since what we are really interested in is to identify the competitive and the collaborative business 
relationships from company pair snippets, we only need to select the latent topics corresponding to the 
competitive and the collaborative business relationships.    
LDA, originally designed for topic detection and document representation (Blei et al. 2002; Griffiths et al. 
2004), offers a rigorous, theoretical computational foundation for latent business relationship mining. 
However, additional latent semantics processing procedures are required to extend the LDA model such 
that it can be applied to business relationship mining tasks. An overview of the proposed LDA-based 
latent business relationship mining method is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. An Overview of LDA-based Latent Business Relationship Mining 
 
The LDA Model 
In the LDA model, each document (snippet) kd  is considered as a multinomial distribution 
( )dθ over T  
topics (concepts), and each topic 
jz , 1,2,...,j T=  
is a multinomial distribution ( )jφ over a set of words W . 
By means of the plate notation, a basic LDA model is illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. An LDA Model Represented by the Plate Notation 
 
For the proposed computational method, latent topics (i.e., specific type of business relationships) are 
mined based on a set of snippets (relationship indicator snippets and company pair snippets) extracted 
from financial documents. Then, the probabilities of these latent topics generating an arbitrary company 
pair snippet are estimated. According to the principle of maximum likelihood, the specific latent topic 
which produces the highest generation probability is assumed to describe the latent business relationship 
embedded in the company pair snippet under consideration.  
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The probabilistic generation process of our proposed computational method is described as follows. For 
each word 
i
w
 
of the company pair snippet 
i
CP , it is generated by sampling a topic 
jz  according to a topic-
word distribution. The generative process can be formally described by: 
                                                 
1
( ) ( | ) ( )
T
i i j j
j
P w P w z P z
=
=∑                                                                                 (3) 
where ( )
i
P w  is the probability of word 
i
w
 
in the company pair snippet. ( | )i jP w z  
is the probability of 
sampling 
i
w  from topic j ,  and ( )jP z is the probability that the j th topic is sampled for the chosen 
word
i
w . According to the LDA model depicted in Figure 2, ( ) ( | )j i jP w zφ =  is the topic-word distribution, 
and ( ) ( | )d j kP z dθ =  is the company pair snippet-topic distribution. 
Gibbs Sampling  
Gibbs sampling is a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm for obtaining samples from complex probability 
distributions (Griffiths et al. 2004). Compared with other LDA-based training algorithms, such as 
variational EM and Expectation-Propagation, Gibbs sampling was shown to be more effective and 
efficient (Blei et al. 2002; Minka et al. 2002; Griffiths et al. 2004). Thus, we apply Gibbs sampling to our 
latent business relationship mining model. Instead of estimating word-topic distribution ( | )i jP w z  and 
company pair snippet-topic distribution ( | )j kP z d  directly, Gibbs sampling estimates the conditional 
posterior distribution for topic jz  
by (Griffiths et al. 2004): 
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where ( ),
iw
i jn− is the number of instances of a word iw  assigned to the topic jz , not including the current 
word instance. ( ),i jn
⋅
− is the total number of words assigned to topic jz . The term 
( )
,
kd
j kn−  represents the 
number of times that topic jz  is assigned to document kd , excluding the current topic under 
consideration. ( ) ,j kn
⋅
−  
is the total number of times that topic jz  is assigned to the collection of documents. 
The first part on the right hand side of formula (4) refers to the probability of the word iw  given the topic 
jz , and the second part refers to the probability of topic jz  
given a document (company pair snippet) kd . 
The Gibbs sampling algorithm estimates the conditional posterior distribution of a topic for all words. By 
drawing one sample of topic jz  or drawing multiple samples of jz  to approximate the true probabilities, 
we can estimate the word-topic distribution ( )jφ  and company pair snippet-topic distribution ( )dθ  as 
follows: 
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Topic Mapping and Company Relationship Identification 
From Gibbs sampling, we obtain the latent topics, the word-topic distribution ( )jφ , and the snippet-topic 
distribution ( )dθ . We can then make use of the snippet-topic distribution ( )dθ  to estimate the probability 
of the relationship indicator snippet comIN  ( colIN ) generating each specific topic jz . 
The top N topics 
generated by comIN  ( colIN ) is considered as the competitive comtopic  (collaborative coltopic ) concept.  For 
the experiments reported in this paper, we set the topic mapping parameter to 1N = . Table 1 shows a 
simple example to demonstrate the principle of topic mapping. Since comIN  generates topic two with the 
highest probability ( 2 | ) 0.44comP topic IN = , topic two is mapped to the competitive topic set comtopic . On 
the other hand, as colIN  generates topic one with the highest probability ( 1| ) 0.418colP topic IN = , topic one 
is mapped to the collaborative topic set coltopic .  
     
Table 1. Example for topic mapping 
 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 … 
comIN  0.195 0.440 0.174 … 
colIN  0.418 0.278 0.098 … 
 
After the induction of the competitive comtopic  and the collaborative coltopic  topic sets, the type of business 
relationship of an arbitrary company pair snippet d
 
can be determined based on the learned word-topic 
distribution ( )jφ , and the matching words between the competitive (collaborative) topic set and the 
snippet d .  A relationship  score ( , ) [0,1]jrs d topic ∈  
of a company pair snippet d
 
is computed according to: 
 
    
{ }
{ }
( | )
( , )
i j
i j
w d topic
j
j
P w topic
rs d topic
d topic
∈ ∩
=
∩
∑
                                                 (7) 
where jtopic  
for { , }j competitive collaborative∈
 
represents the competitive (collaborative) topic set, and iw  
is a matching word between the company pair snippet and a topic set. 
For business relationship classification, the following classification rules are applied. If 
( , ) ( , )
com col com
rs d topic rs d topic ldathr− > is true, the company pair snippet d
 
is classified as containing a 
competitive relationship. In contrast, if ( , ) ( , )col com colrs d topic rs d topic ldathr− > , the company pair snippet  is 
considered containing a collaborative relationship; otherwise, the relationship type is considered 
“neutral”.  The relationship classification thresholds are empirically established based on a training data 
set. An example of business relationship classification is shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. An Example of Business Relationship Classification 
 Topic 1 Topic 2 
Apple vs Samsung 0.380 0.620 
AT&T vs Apple 0.581  0.419 
Adobe vs Apple 0.483  0.517 
Amazon vs Apple 0.331 0.669 
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From Table 1, we observe that topic one represents the concept of a collaborative business relationship, 
topic two characterizes the concept of a competitive business relationship. If we adopt a relationship 
classification threshold of 0.05
com col
ldathr ldathr= = , Apple Inc. is classified as a competitor to Samsung. 
Moreover, AT&T is classified as a collaborative partner with Apple Inc. Also, there is a neutral business 
relationship between Adobe and Apple Inc. These classification results produced by the proposed LDA-
based business relationship mining method match our intuition about the specific business relationships 
of those companies in the real-world.  
Experiments and Results 
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed LDA-based business relationship mining system (LDA) and 
the vector space model based baseline system (TFIDF), experiments were carried out based on a set of 
annotated financial news articles and investors’ comments. Our financial document corpus consists of 
126,467 financial news articles and investor comments for the period from 2008 to 2010; these financial 
documents were crawled from reuters.com through our dedicated crawler program. A subset of 4,436 
financial documents from our corpus was manually annotated by two human experts to generate the gold 
standard. Only if both experts confirmed that a specific business relationship type was observed in a 
snippet (sentence) would that snippet be included in our evaluation data set. Among the manually 
annotated financial documents, 505 business relationships were identified and included in the evaluation 
data set. We used 30 seeding competitive indicators and 34 seeding collaborative indicators to construct 
the relationship indicator snippets for latent topics (i.e., specific type of business relationships) mining.  
In our experiment, the number of topics T was empirically selected as 100 and the smoothing parameters 
α and β (Figure 2) were set at 0.5 (50/T) and 0.1 respectively following Griffiths and Steyvers’s approach 
(Griffiths and Steyvers 2004). The maximum iteration number was 2000. If no satisfied topics were 
obtained, the sampling was reinitialized and the iteration was restarted. 
For the TFIDF baseline system, the classification thresholds 0.003comthr = , and 0.005colthr =  
were adopted. 
For the LDA-based experimental system, the relationship classification thresholds 0.07comldathr = , and 
0.03colldathr = were established empirically. Although the classification thresholds we established for the 
experimental system might not be optimal in our experiments, further threshold values tuning would only 
further improve the performance of the proposed system. Common evaluation measures in information 
retrieval research such as, Precision (P), Recall (R), F-measure (F), and Accuracy (A) were applied to 
evaluate the performance the LDA and the TFIDF systems. Moreover, to examine the inherent 
characteristics of both computational methods and evaluate their performance independent of any 
particular threshold values chosen, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve-based evaluation 
was also performed. The experimental results of these two systems are summarized in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Performance of each model 
 Competitive Collaborative 
P R F A P R F A 
LDA 0.820 0.535 0.647 0.784 0.934 0.580 0.715 0.731 
TFIDF 0.768 0.283 0.414 0.703 0.684 0.631 0.656 0.535 
 
From Table 3, we find that the proposed LDA-based method performs much better than the vector space 
model-based method for both competitive business relationship mining and collaborative business 
relationship mining. However, since the evaluation metrics of Precision, Recall, F-measure, and Accuracy 
relies on the adoption of a specific classification threshold, different threshold values adopted may lead to 
different performance scores. Therefore, another evaluation method, namely, ROC curve was also applied 
to compare the performance of these two systems. The ROC curves with a confidence level of p<0.05 for 
competitive business relationship mining and collaborative business relationship mining were shown in 
Figure 3. The area under a ROC curve (AUC), that is, the probability of a classifier correctly identifies a 
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true-positive case, is reported in Table 4. The SPSS package (Green et al. 1996) has been applied to plot 
the ROC curves. 
 
  
Figure 3. ROC Curves of the Respective Methods 
 
Table 4. AUC Values of the Respective Methods 
 Competitive Collaborative 
Under Area Std. Error Under Area Std. Error 
LDA 0.879 0.017 0.878 0.016 
TFIDF 0.685 0.025 0.686 0.024 
 
According to the AUC values depicted in Table 4, the proposed LDA-based system achieves an AUC value 
close to 0.9, which indicates a high accuracy in business relationship mining. While the AUC value 
achieved by the TFIDF system is less than 0.7, which is a relatively low accuracy. The improvement 
brought by the LDA-based system is 28.3% for competitive business relationship mining, and 27.9% for 
collaborative business relationship mining. Such a percentage of performance improvement attained by 
the LDA-based system is robust since the performance achieved by both systems is independent on any 
classification threshold values chosen.  
According to our experimental results, we can conclude that the proposed LDA-based business 
relationship mining method is more effective than the vector space model based business relationship 
mining method. For the vector space model based method (labeled as TFIDF in our experiments), only 
limited number of domain independent seeding relationship indicators were used. Though these 
indicators are reliable for relationship identification, not all of them are widely used in a domain-specific 
corpus (e.g., a financial document collection). For the proposed LDA-based approach, potential domain 
dependent relationship indicators are extracted via LDA-based topic mining. For instance, the token of 
“iphone” was found to have a high topic assignment probability given the topic set comtopic  
in our financial 
corpus. The reason is that the token “iphone” is often mentioned when people describe the competitive 
mobile phone market in our corpus. Such a domain dependent relationship indicator can be leveraged by 
the proposed LDA-based business relationship mining method to more effectively identify latent 
relationships embedded in company pair snippets. As a result, the LDA-based business relationship 
mining system outperforms the vector space model based baseline system. 
According to our empirical experiments, we also found that the business relationships among companies 
might change over time. The strategic position of a company within a specific business sector can be easily 
identified via the business network produced by the proposed system. In general, when a company 
operates effectively, it becomes active in the particular business sector. Accordingly, the company is well 
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connected to many other companies in a business network diagram. The following two figures (Figure 4 
and Figure 5) show the business networks of Apple Inc. in two different periods.  These business networks 
are mined by applying the proposed LDA-based business relationship mining method to two different 
subsets (the 2008 corpus and the 2010 corpus) of our financial corpus. In these diagrams, solid and dash 
lines stand for collaborative and competitive relationships, respectively. The Pajek Java library (Batagelj 
and Mrvar 1998), a publicly available programming package1, has been extended to develop our business 
network visualization module. 
 
 
Figure 4. The Business Network of Apple Inc. in 2008 
 
From Figure 4, we can observe that a collaborative business relationship (e.g., a solid line connecting the 
two nodes in the diagram) existed between Apple Inc. and Google in 2008. Moreover, a collaborative 
partnership was also found between IBM and Cisco Systems in 2008. However, Figure 5 shows that Apple 
Inc. and Google turned to be competitors in 2010. A careful examination of our financial corpus reveals 
that Google introduced Android-based smart phones in 2009; such a move of Google challenged the 
mobile phone market dominated by Apple Inc. Similarly, IBM and Cisco Systems turned to be 
competitors in this period as revealed by Figure 5. According to the financial news articles of our corpus, 
Cisco Systems declared to offer server machines in early 2009, which posed a serious threat to IBM’s 
server products.  
On the other hand, HTC was a relatively small cell phone manufacturer back to 2008. Nevertheless, it has 
become a rather active player in the mobile phone market after its partnering with Google in 2009. By 
adopting Google’s Android-based operating system in its smart phones, HTC has been challenging Apple’s 
share of the smart phone market. As a result, HTC became a direct competitor of Apple Inc. in this period. 
The industrial status of HTC can be realized by a larger number of connections shown in Figure 5 (2010) 
                                                             
1 http://download.cnet.com/Pajek/3000-2076_4-10662544.html 
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when compared to that reflected in Figure 4 (2008). Our business network diagrams also demonstrate 
that companies with a larger number of connections to other nodes in a network tend to be the leaders of 
a particular business sector (e.g., Apple Inc. and Google). By analyzing the business networks generated 
by the proposed business relationship mining system, business managers can quickly identify the strategic 
positions of their own companies, or that of their competitors. Accordingly, more informed strategic 
business decisions can be made promptly.   
 
 
Figure 5. The Business Network of Apple Inc. in 2010 
 
Conclusions and Future Work 
Guided by the design science research methodology, the main contribution of our research is the design 
and development of a novel probabilistic generative method for latent business relationship mining based 
on the sheer volume of user-contributed comments posted to the Web. In particular, an LDA-based latent 
semantics analysis method is proposed to extract semantically rich concepts (topics) about different types 
of business relationships to enhance the effectiveness of business relationship mining from texts. Our 
experimental results show that the proposed LDA-based business relationship mining system 
outperforms a vector space model based baseline system by 28% in terms of average AUC value. To the 
best of our knowledge, this paper illustrates the first successful research of applying LDA-based latent 
semantic analysis model for business relationship mining. The managerial implication of our research is 
that business managers can readily apply our design artifacts to constantly monitor the business positions 
of their own companies, or that of their competitors for more informed strategic business decision making 
in a turbulent business environment.   
During our research, we also find that business relationships not only change over time, but also evolve 
over different geographical areas and industrial sectors. So, it is desirable to take into account time, 
geographical areas, and industrial sectors to develop a more robust model for business relationship 
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mining and analysis. In addition, other state-of-the-art machine learning methods such as, Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), Conditional Random Fields (CRF), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) will be 
explored for business relationship mining in the future. Moreover, the empirically selected topic number 
may not be the perfect one. Thus, perplexity score, which is a well-known measure to assess the predictive 
power of a probabilistic model (Blei et al. 2003; Steyvers et al. 2004), will also be adopted to estimate the 
optimal number of topics in the future. 
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